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Support a Great Nonprofit Magazine [1]

Talking Writing, Inc., is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization based in the Boston area. All
donations to TW are tax deductible.

Click on the button below to donate to Talking Writing magazine.
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Choose Your Gift Amount

We truly appreciate all gifts, large and small. TW uses the PayPal Giving Fund to process most donations, because the
Giving Fund deducts no fees for established charities. Donating this way ensures quick, easy, and secure online
transactions through PayPal. To get started, click on the donation button above.

Once you go to the Takling Writing Giving Fund page, you can specify the amount for a one-time donation or opt for a
recurring monthly donation:

$25 — $50 — $100 — $250 — $500 —$1,000 — $2,500 — $5,000
sky's the limit (TW Angel)

Donating by Mail

If you'd prefer not to use PayPal, you can mail us a check along with TW's Donation Form [3].

Join the TW Community

Unlike many journals, Talking Writing is an independent nonprofit that doesn't rely on university funding to cover
overhead. Subscriptions are free. TW got its start with the help of several major donors, and individual donations keep
it publishing.

TW's main program is Talking Writing magazine, which serves as the educational and community-building base for its
nonproft mission:

Digital Standards—TW is a strong advocate for ethical digital publishing standards. Talking Writing is a
professionally edited magazine at a time when such oversight has weakened or no longer exists at many other
digital journals and news sites.
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Literary Community—TW connects English-speaking writers and readers from around the world, encouraging
the kind of civilized debate that's sorely lacking in digital media.

Diversity—Talking Writing is a safe space for writers interested in social justice issues. Female journalists,
writers of color, and LGBT authors are routinely harassed online. TW's advocacy serves a real need.

Mentorship—Talking Writing offers editorial internships to a new generation of publishing professionals,
especially to those from nontraditional backgrounds.

First-Person Journalism—TW is a hub for first-person journalism: personal storytelling that engages with the
larger world of facts and ideas.
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Please contact TW [3] to donate by mail, sponsor a print anthology, or make a major donation. Direct all
questions to Martha Nichols, TW's publisher.

All contributions to TW are deeply appreciated.

 Some critics have said I'm a natural writer. Well, that's like being a natural open-heart surgeon.

—Maya Angelou, from a 2002 interview

The unread story is not a story; it is little black marks on wood pulp. The reader, reading it, makes it live: a live
thing, a story.

—Ursula K. Le Guin, Dancing at the Edge of the World
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[3] http://talkingwriting.com/mailed-donation
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